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Abstract
This paper explores practices in and approaches to observing elections and calling elections ‘free and fair’ in the context of the Zimbabwe parliamentary election of June 2000. The analysis incorporates considerations of the ‘politics of election observation’ and the ‘politics of calling elections’ and examines these factors in the context of the hosting country. The paper assesses prevailing theoretical approaches to the observation of elections, and notes the prevailing ‘three-phase’ orientation. In contrast with the literature, which generally proposes a three-phase approach, this analysis explores the usefulness of a six-phase approach to assess the depth of electoral observation in Zimbabwe. The paper then deals with the issue of extent and depth of observation in the case of Zimbabwe 2000. The questions are asked whether observer missions covered all relevant phases of the election, whether they had adequate access to relevant information and events, and what reasons prevailed for widespread practices of limited observation. This part of the analysis presents the data that supports the theoretical arguments for a six-phase approach to election observation. Next, the paper assesses the nature of the ‘election calls’ that the missions issued with regard to the 2000 Zimbabwe parliamentary election. It informs the theoretical part of the analysis through its highlighting of the extent to which the lack of systematic and extensive observation practices affect the ‘reputation’ of election observation. The paper concludes that systematic observation of pre- and post-election phases, and their incorporation into observer reports, would contribute to ensuring both the quality of subsequent elections, and the credibility of observation practice. The paper ends with a postscript, drawing tentative links between the observation trends of the June 2000 parliamentary and the March 2002 presidential elections in Zimbabwe.

Introduction
The June 2000 parliamentary elections in Zimbabwe were characterised by intense international and domestic scrutiny. National and international monitors and observers entered the highly contested domestic political terrain with a range of interconnected quests, for instance, to ensure free and fair elections, to censure the lack of free and fair conduct, or with a mandate to endorse prevailing electoral practices as free and fair. Both the observers’ presence in Zimbabwe and their judgments of the election were going to be contentious - and would hold consequences and potential lessons for the international practice of ‘election observation’.
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The paper demonstrates the extent to which the application of systematic and extended observation and monitoring practices could help ensure, on the one hand, the credibility and reliability of electoral observation practice, and, on the other hand, the integrity of subsequent elections. To this effect, the analysis explores the practices and theoretical frameworks of electoral observer and monitoring actions in the June 2000 Zimbabwe elections, with special reference to the phases of the observation process covered, the primary actors that affect the 'free and fair' aspects of the electoral terrain, and the relationship between the extent of coverage and whether or not elections are declared 'free and fair'. The case study of Zimbabwe 2000 presents analyses with both general application to election observation, and analyses specific to political systems such as the one in Zimbabwe — the latter being characterised by a particular form of authoritarianism that leaves limited opportunity for electoral contestation.

The political context of observation is borne in mind throughout the analysis. The governing Zanu-PF and its challenger in 2000, the Movement for Democratic Change (MDC), both actively courted observer missions. Both hoped to gain legitimacy through international association: the MDC hoped to win international sanction against its opponent’s ‘manipulation of election outcomes’ — through the use of state resources and violence, amongst other methods — and Zanu-PF hoped to gain international fraternal condemnation and de-legitimation of the MDC for its association with, for instance, ‘Western capital, racists and colonialists’. The fact that Zanu-PF’s incumbent status was being challenged, following the February 2000 constitutional referendum, impelled it into extreme measures to retain power, although it did simultaneously court observer missions. In contrast, the MDC found its counter-advantage in the moral edge it had through playing by the rules of ‘free and fair contestation’.

In this politically volatile and predisposing context, a range of questions about the duration and depth of observer mission action came to the fore. For instance, how much of the election process did, or could, the observers observe? Did they consider it essential to observe the whole process in order to call the elections ‘free and fair’ or ‘not free and fair’? Were the terms ‘substantially’ free and fair or ‘qualified’ free and fair used as escape mechanisms in order not to pronounce definitively on an election that they had not observed in full? And, finally, what might the effect of these calls be on perceptions of the practice of election observation?

The first of the three objectives of this paper is to shed light on the extent to which the observer missions in the June 2000 Zimbabwe election observed, or could observe, all relevant phases of the election process. The analysis maps significant electoral developments across six phases of the election process, and simultaneously develops the theoretical dimension of approaches to electoral observation. The second objective is to analyse the missions’ pronouncements on the election in relation to the scope and depth of the observation that they had done. The third objective is to assess how systematic and expanded six-phase election observation could contribute to the practice of election observation.

This paper therefore explores empirical dimensions of the political terrain and observation politics, and the practices of election observation and election calls, and relates these to the theoretical dimension of a proposed six-phase model of election observation and the ‘calling’ of elections in terms of degrees of free and fair. The empirical dimension is based on a combination of participant observation experience and analysis of the process of observation, interviews, literature surveys, monitoring of electronic and print media, and the analysis of the statements and reports of observer and monitoring missions. First-hand observation activities were conducted primarily in the province of Harare, and voting day observation also in
Mashonaland East and Mashonaland North. For coverage of the other provinces, the research draws on reports from a range of observer missions, interviews, media monitoring and documentary research. Observation and monitoring were conducted in the course of June 2000. Monitoring extended over, first, one week of the early campaign period in early June 2000, and then more than two weeks in the run-up to polling days, and observation and interviews both in the course of voting and counting, and in the post-election days. Post-election research was conducted in September 2001. The foci of this part of the project were post-election violence, processes around election petitions that were launched to challenge a range of the June results, and legal and procedural changes to the management and conduct of future elections. The post-election research was by the writer in her individual capacity, relying on archival research, media monitoring, documentary analyses and interviews.

Monitoring and observation focused on the aspects of party political campaigning, the elections regulatory framework, and how the Zanu-PF government continuously affected this framework. The research centres on the work of observer missions, how they interpreted their assignments, and their consequent assessments, as these were reflected in statements regarding the election and associated processes. The major missions that the analysis refers to are the National Democratic Institute (NDI), the European Union (EU), the Commonwealth, the Organisation of African Unity (OAU), the Parliamentary Forum of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) countries, the South African Parliamentary Mission, the Council of Churches and the Electoral Commissions Forum (ECF) mission of the SADC countries.

The literature on election observation and assessments of the 'free and fair' nature of elections only intermittently focuses on the specifics of phases of the observation process – even if the indicators of and criteria for calling elections free and fair link to specific phases. This article hopes through its combination of methods to present an in-depth analysis of the importance of systematic and extended processes of election observation. Both elections themselves and the practice of observation could benefit.

**Theoretical context and a six-phase model for observation: election phases and criteria for 'free and fair'**

The case of Zimbabwe 2000 is instructive in demonstrating the need for an extended, phased observation process. In order to assess the thoroughness of observer actions, this study explores the use of an extended phase-based election observation model. Such a model could be used to assess whether elections have been conducted in a manner that could be regarded as 'free and fair'. It sub-divides the usual three-phase practice of observation into six phases, and emphasises the need for equal consideration of all six phases in the practice of election observation. Election observer missions frequently use the three-phase approach, with observations offered on the before, during and after periods. Election observations, however, tend to cluster around the periods of during, late pre-election, and very early post-election.

This paper suggests that the application of the six-phase approach, in combination with attention to the actors that typically determine whether the phases are free and fair, might contribute to the stature of the observer industry (besides potentially making a difference to the quality of future elections). Differentiation of observation practices in terms of the six specific and well-defined phases, could lead to greater standardisation in observation criteria. A six-phase approach, with 'forced' attention to all six phases, including the early pre-election and late post-election periods, could contribute to the development of transparency, comparability, and credibility for observer missions and their reports.
A survey of the theory of election observation reveals a predominant focus on the conceptualisation and operationalisation of the notion of free and fair. There is, furthermore, a broad acceptance that the division of the election process into the before, during and after phases, and the definition of indicators of free and fair with regard to each of these broad phases will ensure the adequacy of observation and the building of related theory. A narrow focus on election day has long been recognised as inadequate. The necessity of delimiting assessments specific to the phase of the election process is recognised. In contemporary monitoring practice, there is also frequently engagement with a range of phases. Elklit and Svensson use the most common of these, namely a three-phase approach of before, on and after polling day (Anglin applies a two-phase distinction). Totemeyer and Kajima* essentially use the three-phase approach (pre-election observation, election phase and post-election phase). There is little indication in existing literature, however, of how far before and how long after the elections observation should continue in order to allow for definitive assessments of the election. This leaves much leeway for observer missions to claim comprehensive observation, despite arriving in a host country on the eve of an election— and departing within hours of the announcement of results.

The notion of ‘free and fair’ has been widely applied in the practice of electoral observation and monitoring. It provides a shorthand and concise assessment of a range of interrelated electoral activities that take place in the run-up to elections, the core period of voting and counting, and the aftermath of elections. Yet this convenience and simplicity, as Sartori notes, have also created the space for the misuse of the criterion. The need for standardised assessment criteria arose in the decade of the 1990s, as waves of election observers were dispatched to observe and assess the practices in the emergence of pluralist democracies. Elklit and Svensson note, however, that the translation of the theoretical concept of ‘free and fair’ into a comprehensive list of operational factors poses challenges. As a general criterion, ‘free and fair elections’ ought to reflect the meaning of ‘democratically meaningful, credible elections’. Criteria should reflect the concerns of ordinary voters, rather than be a reflection of ‘policing criteria’ for observer missions. The notion of ‘free’ is usually contrasted with ‘coerced’, which denotes the absence of choice, either formally or in reality, or negative consequences for safety, welfare or dignity. ‘Fair’ is commonly associated with impartiality, the opposite being unequal treatment of equals whereby some individuals or groups receive unfair advantage. A focus on the practicalities and realities of the unfolding election is therefore more pertinent than merely noting formal rules, structures and constitutional rights and guarantees. The notion of ‘leveling the playing field’ epitomises important dimensions of fairness.

The indicators of free and fair are relatively commonplace and will not be repeated in full in this paper. As an illustration, Elklit and Svensson, and also Baker, regard ‘free’ before polling day as referring to freedom of movement, speech, assembly, association, freedom from fear or intimidation, absence of impediments to be a candidate, and access to campaigns. ‘Free’ on polling day refers to the opportunity to participate in the election, and after polling day to legal possibilities of complaint. ‘Fair’ before polling day refers to a transparent electoral process, no changes in legislation that will affect candidates, an electoral act and system that does not favour one party, absence of impediments to be included in the voters’ register, an independent and impartial electoral commission, impartial voter education, campaigns conducted in terms of codes of conduct, equal access to media and information, impartial allotment of public funds to parties, and no misuse of government facilities for campaign purposes. ‘Fair’ on polling day refers to access to all polling stations for party representatives, observers and monitors, secrecy of the ballot, effective design of the ballot paper, and impar-
tial assistance to voters, whilst on counting day it refers to precautionary measures in transporting and safeguarding ballot boxes, proper counting procedures, with all votes being counted, and all equally reflected in tabulation, and impartial protection at polling stations. After polling day 'fair' relates to the expeditious and official announcement of results, impartial treatment of election complaints, and acceptance of results by all involved.

The literature of election observation also highlights the need to conduct observation in terms of the relative fulfillment of criteria. Anglin suggests a three-tier classification for the relevant fulfillment of criteria, which pertains to the 'pre-election' and 'core election' and 'post-election' phases. This permits more than yes or no answers regarding complex issues of electoral propriety. The Anglin three-level assessment facilitates potentially different judgments in terms of free and fair, depending on the phase of the unfolding election. The three-level assessment found useful application in the case of Zimbabwe. As will be noted from the observer reports, there were a number of calls of the elections as 'largely free and fair' or 'substantially free and fair'. Most reports noted differences between the levels of free and fairness of the campaign and the election periods.

Three dimensions therefore structure in-depth and systematic assessments, namely: the criteria that denote free and fair; the manifestation of free and fair in each of the three broad election phases; and the extent to which free and fair can be denoted in each of the phases, namely 'substantially free and fair', 'qualified free and fair', or 'not at all free and fair'. In conditions such as those prevailing in the Zimbabwe election, however, it would become evident that many more conditions and considerations affect the assessments of 'free and fair'. Detailed observation checklists would become guidelines rather than bottom-lines.

Not all observation actions should necessarily be regarded as innocent and with the interests of ordinary voters at heart. Election monitoring continues to be a big international industry, even if some researchers note an apparent decline in the importance accorded to the world opinion of monitoring. Most of the time it is the big international powers (often with a significant interest in maintaining the existing global world order and the financial interests of its multinational corporations) that lead and finance observer missions. They enter the observation arena to protect the international community's interest in free and fair elections. 'Democracy missionaries' sometimes act as if they are oblivious to the fact that their own countries are not subjected to reciprocal observation, despite the reality that low turnout, lack of interest, ideological consensus between competing parties, and dubious ballot construction and counting procedures might be considered as 'undermining democracy'.

In the case of the Zimbabwe 2000 election, the major delegations were thoroughly organised for the implementation of assessment criteria, both in terms of assessment criteria and assessment relative to phases of the election process. For instance, they used detailed monitoring sheets that were completed by observers wherever they were deployed. The SADC (ECP) mission, for example, used detailed recording sheets specific to the pre-election and the election periods. The EU and Commonwealth missions, as well as several of the domestic monitoring networks, followed a similar approach. The post-election period was incorporated into assessments in the broadest possible form, namely in cursory notes on apparent acceptance of results, and the mood of peace that prevailed after the election.

The potential usefulness of an extended, six-phase approach is demonstrated in Table 1, designed and compiled by the author of this paper. The analysis draws on the author's identification of the major party political, electoral-administrative, and state actors in the electoral process. The analysis in Table 1 also indicates the details of how the actions of facilitating (or manipulating) the electoral process changed throughout the phases of the Zimbabwe election.
The analysis is complicated by the concurrence of a number of the major actors in effecting and steering the election process. For instance, the governing Zanu-PF, the electoral administrative machinery, the security forces and the publicly controlled mass media in most phases of the electoral process worked in interactive unison.

After consideration of the essential political setting of the June 2000 Zimbabwe election in the next section, the paper will explore the extent to which, first, early pre-election events helped determine final election outcomes. Second, it will demonstrate how late post-election events might have provided confirmation of trends that observer reports speculated on at the time of the 2000 election, but could not build into their assessments because of the need to conclude their missions and produce their reports.

The political setting of electoral observation in Zimbabwe

It is crucial to recognise that deficiencies in the nature and extent of electoral observation are linked to two sets of factors – those over which they have the autonomy to decide, and those that are beyond their control. Both sets prevailed in Zimbabwe 2000. Missions became an integral part of the contestation landscape, and this had a profound effect on the extent of their observation acts and the emphases in their observation reports. This section, through the mapping and analysis of the observational landscape as it affected observer missions in Zimbabwe circa 2000, sketches the background against which both the international and the local observers and monitors were to conduct their observation and monitoring missions. It emphasises the politicisation of observation, and the manner in which this process contributed to the observer missions’ decisions regarding the primary election phases on which they would build their calls of the level of ‘free and fair’.

In the case of Zimbabwe, observer missions were incorporated into election campaigns. In the course of the truncated 2000 campaign, the major contestants continuously interpreted observer actions and statements as either vindication or condemnation, depending on the source and implicit alliances that had been struck between observers and contenders. Electoral observation thus became a politicised act, a fact that the literature on electoral observation might do well to recognise. Having been critical of Zanu-PF in the run-up to the final phases of the campaign, several missions became the explicit target of that party’s campaign. In official broadcasts and speeches this ‘enemy’ was linked to opposition parties, especially the MDC, and those observer missions and domestic monitors who expressed direct or implied criticism of the governing party. Zanu-PF’s ‘enemy’ campaign also hoped to preemptively de-legitimise potential calls of electoral foul play by observer missions. The MDC, in turn, portrayed observer calls for ‘free and fair elections’ as a vindication of the MDC’s criticisms of Zanu-PF.

The Zimbabwe election took place in a system that blends multiparty democracy and despotic authoritarianism. Whilst Zanu-PF worked to ensure an aura of constitutionalism and legality around its electoral and governance actions, its actions systematically undermined the operational space of opposition voices. In the more violent operations, both Zanu-PF and its associate ‘thug forces’ were continuously implicated. Some war veterans, many so-called war veterans, street corner recruits, and unemployed youths joined forces with the Central Intelligence Organisation (CIO) to ensure a wide-ranging campaign to turn election outcomes to favour Zanu-PF. The partisan orientation of the institutions of law and law enforcement extended into the electoral arena and reinforced the virtual untouchability of a governing party that was moving to control all possible aspects of the election, excluding the actual voting actions on the days of the election. Zanu-PF’s campaign came to revolve around the unortho-
dox operations of combining mobilised fear with a campaign message of the land. It was a strategy that helped Zanu-PF reclaim a lost revolutionary message through which it would try to explain the economic suffering of ordinary Zimbabweans.

As the electoral authorities, especially the registrar-general, the Elections Directorate and the Electoral Supervisory Committee (ESC), were under the control of, or appointed by, the president, their actions almost inevitably favoured the ruling party. These electoral control features were effectively supplemented by partial and skewed law-enforcement by the police. In late 2000, there was a pardon for misdeeds that were committed in the election period. Media control, especially of the print and radio media (that were often the only information sources for the rural population of Zimbabwe), enhanced the Zanu-PF standing. At the time, these acts ensured that there would be differential exposure to the election campaigns, and that there could be denials of the revelations by the opposition-friendly press.

The Zanu-PF government attempted to present authoritarian control as an institutionalized and democratic form of electoral management. Part of the *quid pro quo* was that the system had to be opened for scrutiny by monitors and observers. The election campaign consequently often came to resemble a struggle for the hearts and minds of the monitors. Part of the Zanu-PF working plan was to limit scrutiny. It was achieved in a number of ways. In some cases the goodwill of observers was ‘bought’ through hosting missions and through re-invoking revolutionary ties.

In other instances, delays and obstructions in the way of accreditation effectively limited observation. It restricted both the number of days and weeks available for observation, and the geographical coverage. Restricted observation was also achieved through placing a large sector of electoral processes beyond the scrutiny of observers (for instance the inner workings of the management of the election in the office of the registrar-general), by inducing observers to stay in the relatively safe urban areas (through widespread reports and realities of war veteran brutality and official refusal to guarantee the safety of observers), and generally to delegitimise the actions of several observer missions through casting suspicion on their motives and associations with Western powers.

Political polarisation characterised international observation. There was a background of Zanu-PF anti-American sentiment, largely because of a critical report on the conditions for a democratic election in Zimbabwe issued 33 days before the election. Anti-British sentiments were put on the agenda courtesy of the colonial dimension of the land issue, and hostile exchanges between President Robert Mugabe and British minister, Peter Hain, weeks before the election. Simultaneously, there were strong indications of some Southern African and African willingness to defend the gains of decolonisation and the role that Zanu-PF had played in the liberation struggle, despite evident excesses in the Zanu-PF electoral repertoire.

Politically, Zanu-PF used a three-way categorisation of international observers. They could be from, or include citizens from, Britain or the United States (and be highly undesirable), be from the European Union or the Commonwealth (and would be tolerated), or from fraternal organisations and African countries (and be welcome). In most instances, non-state or NGO missions, as well as domestic monitors, were also regarded as problematic. Zanu-PF actively courted observer missions from assumed brotherhood political cultures, such as the OAU and the parliamentary mission of SADC. Zanu-PF also hosted some delegations, for instance the delegation from South Africa’s African National Congress (ANC). Other missions were invited by the Electoral Supervisory Commission (ESC). One of these was the Electoral Commissions Forum (ECF) of the SADC countries. NGO observer missions that were invited by their associate Zimbabwean counterparts, as well as micro-missions from, for example, the Japanese or
Table 1: Electoral phase and actor framework for assessment of Zimbabwe election 2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POLITICAL ACTORS, AGENCIES AND INSTITUTIONS IN THE ELECTORAL FIELD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Administrative, legal constitutional frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governing party, presidential action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electoral institutions, officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security, including intelligence forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public control mass media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opposition political parties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General rating on freedom index</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase of election</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constitution talk on weighting of votes, representation reflected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public funding political parties, misuse public facilities, resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demarcation, voters' register consistent &amp; timely rules, powers of institutions and government clear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All voters equal treatment, freedom from fear, no harassment, torture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair distribution of public funds, equal access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upholding rights of electoral institutions versus party, voter and parties versus government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedom to participate/campaigns, pose candidates, operate free of fear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freedoms of movement, speech, association, assembly, information</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Efforts to change through referendum on constitution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zanu-PF sole beneficial public funding, conducts violence intimidation, purges, rapes, burnings, re-education; State facilities, transport, food, housing, land used in election campaign</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demarcation hasty, gerrymandering to add to rural and new farm settlement areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condoms or ignore torture, violence, intimidation; Assist land campaign; Intelligence coordinates process from office of president</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governing party sole privileged access to ZBC; Several radio stations (Radio 2 especially); The Herald gives extensive rural control over information; Opposition parties minimal access except in print media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court challenges in which courts uphold rights of judges, citizenship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe clampdowns on freedom to participate; Violence, killings, intimidation, detention of candidates, opposition party supporters; Low information dissemination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor; severe transgressions; Human Rights Monitor; gross human rights violations; Killings, climate of fear; no free campaigning; Governing party benefits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four consistent through these phases, the constitution precludes voting being released in representation, virtue of appointment of 30 MPs by president and ruling party.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zanu-PF benefits from access to public sources, mobilisation, propoganda, reeducation camps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rules change, ESC diluted of powers, register-general takes over; Observers, monitors marginalised; Contests over secrecy of the ballot; Threats from Zanu-PF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superficial monitoring, official warnings and discouragement of violence; Peace-keeping at all parties' rallies; Covert and war veteran intimidation campaigns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic &amp; minimal stories offered to opposition parties; A selection of database; Propaganda slant remains; Sophisticated ideological debates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electoral courts intervene, giving pro-government judgements regarding authority of ESC; Candidates and supporters dispersed and intimidated in rural areas; tree in all communities; High levels of fear; low levels public political debate and discourse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet, peaceful turnout around 50%; Many areas suffer from fear, urban better; Disenfranchised; professionalism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zanu-PF's close relationship with electoral officials; Changes in regulations as election runs; Intimidation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rules changed as process unfolds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Often little effective protection; Rural areas intimidation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media adopt stances of pro-peace, encouragement to vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low access to pro-candidates from register-general office; Suspicions around postal votes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet, peaceful turnout around 50%; Many areas suffer from fear, urban better; Disenfranchised; professionalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of African Elections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>From post-analysis clear that Zanu-PF benefits from officialdom’s ello-glances</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Registrar-general threatens not to allow all electoral challenges; Gradualist apparent willing to present reform-minded image; Governing party pursuing land campaign through further methods</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Efforts to use constitution to ban petitions, legalize all election results</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the Australian governments, were threatened with non-accreditation, but in the end were tolerated.

The practices of observation and the six phases – an actor-phase approach to electoral assessment

This section contextualises and substantiates the theoretical argument for a systematically extended approach to elections observation. It investigates, with regard to each of the six phases – early pre-election, pre-election, voting days, counting days, early post-election and late post-election – sets of factors that affected the outcome of the June 2000 election. These are pinpointed with regard to key sets of actors that affected the free and fairness of the election. These core actors are the Zanu-PF executive and judiciary, security and related forces, electoral authorities, the state with its control over series of resources, the mass media, and opposition political parties. The next section will consider the extent to which observer missions offered findings on each of the six phases. This information is then transferred on to the six-phase grid (see Table 1), cross-tabulating phases and actions of the core actors responsible for the conduct of the election.

An analysis of the extent to which observer missions in Zimbabwe in June 2000 conducted a phase-linked form of observation, has to take account of several induced limitations on the commencement of observation. These include the ‘enforced’ late accreditation of observer missions. Zanu-PF actions accounted for a proportion of partial and limited observation projects. It overwhelmingly curtailed observation to the last days of the election campaign and the voting and counting period. A series of steps led to a two-week-long accreditation crisis. First, the Zimbabwe government rejected an earlier understanding that the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) would manage the accreditation of observers. Two weeks before the election, it was decided that the government itself would be responsible. The government started selecting the missions that would be accredited. National and International would be; NGO missions were excluded, as were British and US observers. This led to last-minute adjustments in the composition of several international missions.

Some of the observation groups, including the European Union, were provisionally deployed on the understanding that the team managers in Harare would handle accreditation. This was withdrawn, and all were recalled to Harare to personally apply for accreditation. This left approximately one week for election observation, and pushed the observation actions into the ‘safe’ final campaign phase (when Zanu-PF had largely withdrawn from the most visible of manipulation and intimidation activities). Other missions, in Zimbabwe at the invitation of, for instance, the ESC or sister NGO or religious organisations, had to temporarily suspend their monitoring programmes. Several were accredited approximately forty hours before the opening of the polls, and then only could they be deployed to allocated geographical areas. Accreditation problems consumed much of the time and energy available for observation. The result was that missions, already suffering from low numbers and the inability to cover all the constituencies, much less all of each constituency, often only conducted the bare minimum of electoral coverage. Observation was often limited to bigger urban areas, with limited capacity to move through rural and remote rural areas. Concurrent with the new regulations for the accreditation of international observers came the ruling that all domestic monitors had to be accredited. In addition, only limited numbers would be accredited, and they would be selectively allowed to enter voting stations. Furthermore, accreditation certificates and identification materials in many instances arrived late, if at all.

The following sub-sections examine the actions that affected the electoral playing field...
across the six phases of the electoral period and are organised in terms of the core actors that operated in this inclusive June 2000 election period. This period is defined as ranging from February 2000 to September 2001. The early pre-election period in this study is identified as being the months between the February 2000 referendum and early June 2000, the immediate pre-election period as the two weeks of June before the June election, voting days as 24-25 June, counting and announcement days as 26-27 June, the early post-election period as the first two weeks of July, and the late post-election period as Mid-July 2000 to September 2001.

Using these phases as a guideline, the section maps the involvement of a constellation of Zanu-PF forces in affecting the playing field. Included are those actions that systematically altered the playing field and amounted to either bending or transgressing the criteria of free and fair contestation. The governing party Zanu-PF had, and used, extensive powers to affect the electoral field in the run-up to the June 2000 national election. The actions had dimensions of alternatively being legal and constitutional, constituting crude adaptations of legal and constitutional, covert thug force action, and open support of the counter-democratic. Many of these actions were undertaken by a shadow anti-democratic and frequently repressive layer of Zanu-PF government that co-exists with 'Zimbabwe as the electoral democracy'. This combination strategy extended into all stages and structures associated with the election, structures of the state, affected all opposition players, and it mobilised a wide range of state resources (for instance the military, the mass media, the office of the president) in favour of Zanu-PF. Opposition parties were mostly at the receiving end of Zanu-PF's total electoral strategy, but in some ways also managed to affect the electoral playing field – especially in their range of alliances with some of the observer mission host countries.

The early pre-election period

Through its responsibility for appointments to the range of electoral bodies and relevant government departments, Zanu-PF from the early pre-election period had ensured command over the bulk of actors that would be responsible for setting up and conducting the elections. The effect of the electoral agency actions was manifested throughout the pre-election and core election phases. The bulk of proactive action, however, occurred in the pre-election phase.

The Delimitation Commission, the ESC and the registrar-general are all appointed by the president. The other electoral body, the Election Directorate, consists of a chairperson appointed by the president, the registrar-general and other members appointed by the minister of justice, legal and parliamentary affairs. The omnipotent person is the registrar-general, in this case Tobaiwa Mudede, who was known to be a close associate of President Mugabe. The actions of these institutions, however, are a better indicator of whether the playing field was fairly constituted or not. Electoral rules generally were flouted. For instance, on 7 June 2000, the Electoral Act was modified to reduce the minimum period within which elections were to be held from 21 days following nominations to 20 days, in order to legalise earlier Zanu-PF actions.

The ESC, in the months running up to the election, became systematically undermined – to the point of emasculation. Powers were usurped, starting months before and ending in the week before the election, and essential and senior staff were not being replaced. The ESC's role of appointing monitors was usurped by the registrar-general. Furthermore, virtually no funding was provided for the ESC to train domestic monitors. On 13 June, the ESC instituted legal action against the government for undermining its powers. Its challenge was dismissed in the High Court. A few days before the election, the president appointed a new chairper-
son. In the post-election period the new ESC became an institution that toed the Zanu-PF line.

To the extent that there might have been what the NDI pre-election report described as systematic rigging of the election, Zanu-PF's control over and close association with the range of security forces played a significant role in all phases of the election period, including the whole post-election period. Intimidation and violence were rife, however, in the months leading up to the election. Actions were often targeted at teachers, MDC-supporting farmers and farm workers.

By all accounts, the CIO played a crucial role in the electoral survival of Zanu-PF. Associated with the structures within the presidency, the CIO also took a core role in the implementation of Zanu-PF's pre-election land campaign. The logistics and funding of this campaign were coordinated from within the office of the president. This was facilitated through the fact that the office of the president and cabinet are the only components of government that are not audited and funding could therefore be channelled via these structures.

In many respects the most-feared of the security forces in the election period were the 'thug forces'. Militia forces, often associated with Zanu-PF, were active in many of the rural areas of Zimbabwe in the run-up to the elections. The war veteran forces routinely combined with bands of Zanu-PF youths to systematically invade and 'campaign' in the relevant constituencies. Base camps became a feared phenomenon, and also played a crucial post-election role.

For the 2000 election, because of opposition parties not having reached the threshold of electoral support required to gain public funding, Zanu-PF continued to have the monopoly of state funding for political parties (the legislated public funding formula for political parties is governed by the Political Parties Finance Act 2001). Zanu-PF had ample finance to coordinate the land project (the core Zanu-PF campaign project), to hire, manage and supply land invasion 'troops' (for instance from the Mubare market near central Harare), and to provide extensive coordination, transport, food and materials for temporary housing for land invasion forces.

Throughout the extended election period, Zanu-PF was aided by its control over an influential sector of the mass media, including print (in the form of The Herald), and television and radio (through its control over the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation). The print, radio and television media for a long time had been unabashedly pro-governing party. A greater diversity of voices was only evident in the print media, and only as far as the urban areas are concerned. The virtual monopoly that Zanu-PF enjoyed over the political information that was available to rural voters was crucial to its electoral performance. Non-Zanu-PF newspapers had a minimal chance of reaching a cross-section of Zimbabwean voters. The Herald, with its strongly pro-Zanu-PF position, had a circulation of 92,000, but was overtaken by the MDC-supporting The Daily News (circulation 100,000). Zimbabwean newspapers, however, have an overwhelmingly urban readership. Various other newspapers represented either independent or small minority interests.

It was especially through its control of radio broadcasts that Zanu-PF could continue reaching and influencing the bulk of both the urban, and especially rural, population. A large proportion of the rural population depended exclusively on radio for their public issue information. Radio Two (FM and short-wave, broadcasting in Shona and Ndebele) was a crucial carrier of the Zanu-PF voice.

The immediate pre-election period

Zimbabwe 2000 delivered a range of electoral authority actions that ran counter to expec
lations of fairness and neutrality. The demarcation process was rushed and truncated, effectively only starting on 25 April 2000. These processes would normally be expected to be concluded in the early pre-election period, but in fact straddled both the pre-election phases. In the immediate pre-election period, and with regard to electoral authorities, the office of the registrar-general was highly influential in trying to tilt the electoral balance in favour of the governing party. Irregularities were first suspected and later confirmed in issuing the postal ballots. The MDC applied to the High Court for an order to restrain the registrar-general from issuing postal ballots, but the High Court at the time dismissed the application (this was reversed in the late post-election phase).

The demarcation commission submitted a preliminary report to the president on 12 May. It was only on 24 May (five days before the prescribed nomination of candidates) that the commission submitted its final report. Opposition parties were convinced that Zanu-PF was unfairly advantaged, mostly because of overlaps between membership of the commission and senior Zanu-PF officials. In terms of actions, the Harare South constituency (formerly a stronghold of opposition member Margaret Donga) was both extended southward to include a large number of newly settled occupants of farm land, and flooded with army barracks and postal votes from the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Harare and Bulawayo (both of which are opposition strongholds) each lost a constituency to rural areas (parts of the country that are more inclined to be Zanu-PF). In other instances, parts of rural constituencies were incorporated into the urban constituencies, an action that was designed to bolster Zanu-PF’s urban support.

Voter registration was equally rushed. A wide range of omissions and illogical registrations were recorded (apart from a large number of deceased persons being included in the voters’ roll). The reopening of the voters’ roll in the weeks just before polling day, ostensibly to accommodate these voters, was used to register substantial numbers of new farm settlers on strategically chosen occupied farms. Such settlements were positioned to be within reach of opposition areas, also with objectives of unleashing violence and intimidation in the run-up to and aftermath of the election. The term ‘systematic disenfranchisement’ subsequently emerged in several observer reports.

In the immediate pre-election period, also a time of intense monitoring, there were community and NGO reports, and some media coverage and occasional observer reports, pointing to widespread electoral violence, probably with opposition supporters overwhelmingly as the target. Official police reports apportioned equal blame to opposition and government.

Of the official security forces, the military was the most explicitly pro-Zanu-PF, especially the upper echelons. In the final days before the election there were high levels of speculation that a military coup might be a possibility, should the opposition MDC emerge with a parliamentary majority. These reports continued surfacing in the post-election period, and were directly linked with intra-Zanu-PF battles for party survival and succession. At the time, these reports had the effect of ‘warning’ that there could be bloodshed should Zanu-PF lose.

The police, though sometimes in the run-up to the election seen as the ‘most neutral’ of the security forces, had a consistent role in backing up the Zanu-PF regime. The lack of response from the police force (or their late arrival after call-outs) characterised the police role in the Zanu-PF assault on opposition-supporting voters. There were frequently reported cases of torture, abduction, burnings and rape (often conducted in after-dark invasions of ‘beyond urban’ communities that were siding with the MDC that were ignored by the police. Police also maintained absences in the cases of abductions into political re-education camps. A climate of fear and apprehension prevailed. It was only in some urban areas, such as St Mary's
in Chitungwiza, that young Zanu-PF supporters feared their MDC counterparts. State human resources and infrastructure, as well as ample public funding for the governing party, gave Zanu-PF the capability in the immediate pre-election period to provide food and other paraphernalia for thousands of rally attendees, close off and round up whole communities when Zanu-PF rallies were taking place, and produce billboards and banners. Such resources were out of reach of opposition parties. Several observer missions reported the use of state vehicles to transport people to Zanu-PF rallies. Upon opposition complaints that Zanu-PF was using state vehicles, Zanu-PF retorted that international interests, foreign business and commercial farmers funded the MDC.

Voting days

Both voting and monitoring operations on the voting and counting days of the Zimbabwe 2000 election generally ran relatively smoothly. Officials, a range of missions reported, commonly acquitted themselves professionally and even-handedly in their tasks. Monitors observed few serious cases of intimidation or other unfair practices. Journalists venturing further away had other accounts. It was widely reported, where the observers and monitors were present, that presiding officers executed the necessary controls and that monitors and party agents were allowed fair access and were commonly included in deliberations and decisions. In the urban areas presiding officers often allowed more than the prescribed one monitor a time inside the voting station. Ballot boxes were reported to have been sealed in accordance with regulations, monitors were allowed to travel with the boxes and fair oversight was allowed in guarding the ballot boxes overnight. In many reported instances in the rural areas in June 2000, as well as the rural by-elections after June, however, the electoral authorities on the ground did little to restrain Zanu-PF forces from intimidation within voting station perimeters. Much of the intimidation would happen just beyond the area of jurisdiction of the electoral authorities.

In this core election period, the electoral authorities at voting stations deflected dissatisfaction with poor voter registration by registering voters on site for future elections. At one voting station in Harare Central, more than 50% of hopeful voters were turned away. Throughout the country, presiding officers suggested that it was the voters’ fault, turning out to vote in constituencies where they had not been registered.

Traditional leaders too came to play a significant ancillary role in intimidation and perpetration of violence on ordinary voters. Reports both in the core election and post-election periods showed how these leaders would herd community members into meetings and to voting stations, recording names of absentees, and handing these names over to Zanu-PF youths and war veterans for retribution to take place.

Zanu-PF had near-exclusive exposure on the Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC). At the time of the intense public scrutiny of the last ten days of the campaign, Zanu-PF and the ZBC announced that there would be slots (free five-minute election manifesto broadcasts, free ten-minute radio interviews with the parties, and free thirty-minute television interviews on the parties’ manifestos) for the opposition parties to state their policies and election messages. These inserts, however, stood isolated within the broader wholly pro-Zanu-PF ZBC content. Broadcast times were at the discretion of ZBC, and even the debate airtime was not equally distributed amongst parties.

Counting days

The analysis of the period of counting is brief, because of the general quietness of the
period, with security forces maintaining a relatively low presence, and activity largely concentrated in the hands of public officials and the electoral authorities. There were suggestions and suspicions that irregularities occurred in the office of the registrar-general, including in the processing of postal votes. Because of no access and little post-election scrutiny, however, little remains known about this period.

The early post-election period

After the June elections both police and army members were deployed in high-density suburbs like Chitungwiza and Kariba, intimidating and assaulting people. Generally, however, Zimbabwe dropped into the quiet zone of election exhaustion. There was little explicit resistance to the election result that gave a narrow majority of seats to Zanu-PF, and most Zimbabweans appeared keen to let their lives return to pre-election forms of normality.

The late post-election period

In the post-election period, a range of crucial actions played themselves out in the terrain of electoral management. The office of the registrar-general featured in several election petition cases being heard in the Zimbabwe High Court. The references mainly concerned the inadequacies regarding the voters’ roll and the high numbers of voters that were turned away on polling day. It was significant that in September 2001, in the ‘cross-over period’ between the 2000 parliamentary and the 2002 presidential elections, continuous appeals were being made by NGOs, churches and opposition parties for the voters’ roll to be ordered and updated.54 President Mugabe in December 2000 attempted using the Electoral Act (Modification) (no 3) Notice 2000 (Regulations) to cancel the electoral challenges brought by the MDC (done in terms of section 158 of the constitution). The Supreme Court, under Justice James Devittie, however, declared this effort unconstitutional and the petition hearings proceeded. In 2001 Devittie was forced to step down in the Zanu-PF campaign to ensure the subservience of the Supreme Court to the Executive. Post-election, a court ruling also nullified postal ballots received from the DRC55 on the grounds that the applicant had not signed the ballot.

Monitoring reports about electoral violence and intimidation were substantiated in the late post-election period in a series of High Court hearings on the electoral petitions that the MDC had lodged against the election results in 37 constituencies. Even in cases where the results were not nullified, evidence was led of atrocities that were instigated, inspired or condoned by Zanu-PF. Trends of Zanu-PF inspired violence and intimidation also persisted throughout the 2000 and 2001 by-elections, especially in the constituencies of Bikita West, Makoni West, Chikomba and Marondera West.56 ‘Clean-up’ operations by war veterans became commonplace in the aftermath of the 2001 by-elections, despite the fact that Zanu-PF had won these by-elections.57 Zanu-PF’s control over and close association with the range of security forces played a significant role in all phases of the election period, including the whole post-election period.

The militia base camps mushroomed in the weeks before any of the by-elections. Reports of abductions for rape and re-education abounded.58 War veteran leaders often led these conglomerations of constituency invasion forces. On occasion, the mere announcement of their arrival in a community would lead to villagers abandoning homesteads and fleeing into surrounding hills. The September 2001 Chikomba by-election, coordinated for Zanu-PF by political heavyweight and reported challenger to Mugabe (Sydney Sekeremayi Mujuru), was the least violent of the 2000–2001 by-elections, and the ‘invasion forces’ were well-controlled until the murder of a school principal. Reports of the monopolisation of state resources for Zanu-
PF use continued in the late post-election period. In the by-election in Marondera West, war veterans occupied local government offices and denied the MDC access to resources. In addition, the base camp infrastructure set up in the by-election constituencies was courtesy of the army.59

A significant presidential action aimed at both covering up and protecting perpetrators of Zanu-PF-linked violence was the presidential pardon that was issued in October 2000. Post-election figures regarding campaign violence confirmed that it was overwhelmingly Zanu-PF and its supporters that were responsible.60

In the post-election period there were several attempts to silence the expression of non-Zanu-PF opinion. The printing press of *The Daily News* was bombed, as were the MDC offices in September 2000. The year 2001 saw several attacks and raids on opposition party premises. Raftopoulos notes that:

- the state sought to close off spaces for the privately owned media to operate.
- Through restrictive legislation, threats, newspaper burning, the bombing of the alternative press, and the deportation of critical foreign correspondents, the Zimbabwean state followed ... in the footsteps of its Rhodesian predecessor.61

The late post-election period also saw the introduction of limitations on voter education, for the 2002 election, ensuring that the newly constituted ESC would have full control over both voter education and what content was permitted. Access to state resources also facilitated large-scale efforts to 'buy votes'. In the post-election period of 2001, evidence abounded that Zanu-PF was trying to buy the votes of Bulawayo voters, especially women, the elderly and the unemployed (with the only precondition being that recipients had to show Zanu-PF membership cards). The government had a $51 billion fund by late 2001 for small- and medium-scale entrepreneurs. Project money was being handed out at Zanu-PF rallies; attached were voting instructions.62

By September 2001 there was an incontrovertible trend of Zanu-PF tightening control over all possible channels of expression of alternative voices. Dissent from the judiciary was being silenced, the urban campaign to undermine established trade unions was underway, local government control in the rural areas was being tightened, with greater party control resulting on the district and provincial levels, the Broadcasting Services Act of 2001 was geared towards gaining more media control, foreign funding of political parties was being outlawed, controls were being imposed on voter education, alternative Zanu-PF civic bodies were being launched, and youth national service was being revived.63

This section, in combination with Table 1, maps the June 2000 election, illustrating the variations in compliance with criteria of free and fair over the six phases, ranging from early pre-election to late post-election. It showed how compliance with norms and freedoms escalated in precisely the two core election phases of maximum observation. The analysis also illustrated the concurrence of a number of the major actors in affecting the election process. For instance, the governing Zanu-PF, the electoral administrative machinery, the security forces and the publicly controlled mass media, in most phases of the electoral process, worked in unison to advance the electoral strength of the governing party. Furthermore, the opposition political parties, domestic and international NGOs, and various observer missions in several respects acted in cohesion and pursued a common cause. A range of human rights monitoring organisations and NGOs formed a natural partner in the constellation of anti-Zanu-PF forces. There was sufficient differentiation amongst these forces, however, for them not to be included into the core of a phase-actor analysis (Table 1 does provide comparative data). The fact that the electoral battle was in effect being conducted between two broad sets of party...
political constellations had a significant impact on the ability to judge the degree to which the election in Zimbabwe was free and fair.

Observers calling elections: Silences and consensus on the six phases

The observer and monitor statements and reports on the level of free and fairness of the June 2000 election variably referred to each of the six phases that are the focus of this study. This section investigates the silences in the Zimbabwe 2000 election calls, and especially the extent to which omitted phases comprise the early pre-election and late post-election phases of the electoral process.

The Zimbabwe 2000 observer missions commonly drew attention to the necessity of systematic attention to both the campaign period, and the voting and counting phases of the electoral process. In at least half of the statements issued just after counting, however, delegations predominantly chose the narrower options, namely to highlight the days of voting and counting. Some delegations in their immediate post-election statements stressed that they would focus on those days exclusively, given the primacy of these days in the election process. The primary focus on these days also became an ‘escape clause’ for several missions. In the event of a satisfactory level of turnout, they could find a reason to overlook the transgressions that would have been politically sensitive. Subsequent, full reports would take account of all phases, they said.

A major challenge to the practices of electoral observation emanating from the case of Zimbabwe 2000 was that none of the missions had done complete monitoring of the full cycle of the election process, and none had full and complete access to relevant information regarding the phases that they were allowed to observe. The reasons for this were both internal and external to the missions. The realities of limited time and human resources were internally driven. A small number of missions can also be said not to have had the desire to do extensive monitoring. Some arrived with fraternal mandates of affirming President Robert Mugabe’s Zanu-PF in its continued proclaimed revolutionary battle against colonialism and racism. There was a disempowering factor in observation mission capacities and small sizes, apart from the mission of the European Union (150 members, the second biggest was the Commonwealth mission with 44 members), missions could not possibly have authoritative and definitive verdicts on most of the phases of the electoral process. Different missions in several instances coordinated observation excursions within provinces and regions, and they shared both interim and final observations in order to achieve as comprehensive an assessment as possible. Overall, however, the reality of low numbers of observers and incomplete geographical coverage disempowered missions. Micro-missions, such as the Southern African Legal Assistance Network (linking up with their Zimbabwean counterpart) relied predominantly on media and secondary information bases to structure their findings. There were a number of mission reports, however, that predominated in the observer industry of Zimbabwe 2000. They included the Commonwealth, European Union, SADC, NDI, IRI and the OAU.

External to the missions were inhibiting factors such as the fast-track nature of the election. The major external factor, however, was the limited access in terms of time, geographical spread and depth that the observers were allowed. Several missions arrived in Zimbabwe, but could not be deployed because of accreditation politics and subsequent delays. All government and electoral authority decisions and arrangements were kept opaque. Only the most essential information was released to the missions, and this was done at the latest possible moment. Some of the missions were undermined because of Zanu-PF battles with Britain and the US. Given the general inability to cover the whole of the election process, or to have ade-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>Period of observation</th>
<th>Select verdicts</th>
<th>The people</th>
<th>Constraints on credible elections</th>
<th>Recommendations for future elections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commonwealth (1)</td>
<td>Advance group, observer group</td>
<td>Positive factors, but serious shortcomings; Serious Impediments;</td>
<td>Democracy taken step forward by people; Serious impediments to freely</td>
<td>Framework of election matter of concern; Most concerned re violence, intimidation, Climate of fear;</td>
<td>Improve technical assistance, quality of elections; Code of conduct for parties and media; Accredite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>observing from pre-election period</td>
<td>Deploy violence and collapse Rule of Law; Impaired freedom of choice</td>
<td>choose representatives; Violence and threats impede free choice</td>
<td>uncertainty; Campaign in many cases not possible; Cleanse franchise; Media not balanced</td>
<td>domestic observers in good time; Further attention dedication; Revise postal vote system; More voter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union (6)</td>
<td>Focus on build-up to the campaign, campaign and post-election period</td>
<td>High turnout but serious fines, irregularities; monitors severely undermined</td>
<td>Voter determination to influence their future; High turnout; Violence &amp; intimidation marred final result</td>
<td>Election framework flawed; Registrar’s office not open, transparent;铁锈 regulations; Severe undermining of monitors; High violence, intimidation, corution, sanctioned by Zanu PF; variable ability to campaign; media unequal access</td>
<td>Restore Rule of Law; Establish Impartial electoral body; International observers are to be deployed in good time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC (8)</td>
<td>Primary focus on two days of voting; final report inclusive of pre-election processes</td>
<td>Domestic monitors contribution, commitment; Professionalism of electoral staff</td>
<td>Congratulations voters on turnout; As a region we are satisfied when the people of Zimbabwe are satisfied</td>
<td>Regret that voters have been turned away</td>
<td>Urge all in Zimbabwe to stand together, and build peace and tranquility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Democratic Institute (6)</td>
<td>Pre-election period, early phase of the campaign (up to denial of accreditation)</td>
<td>‘Conditions for credible elections not in existence at this time’</td>
<td>Violence, anxiety, fear; Torture, beatings, Courageous monitor mobilization</td>
<td>Problems with electoral framework, concerning level playing field, Compressed electoral calendar create problems, as did changes to law, flawed delimitation</td>
<td>Need large-scale voter education re ballot secrecy, voter rights, importance of inspecting voters rolls; immediate efforts required to improve political environment, ensure adequate resources for electoral authorities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Republican Institute (6)</td>
<td>Pre-election period, into final campaign (up to denial of accreditation)</td>
<td>Process not open, transparent; Zimbabwe worst of 50 countries, judged by standards of region</td>
<td>Many breaking the violence and intimidation to vote</td>
<td>Many breaking the violence and intimidation to vote</td>
<td>Election administration so flawed that election can’t adequately reflect the will of the people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation of African Unity (6)</td>
<td>Primary focus on voting and counting activities</td>
<td>‘Scattered incidences of attempts to intimidate voters’</td>
<td>Incidents not significant enough to impact on voter turnout; People successfully exercised franchise</td>
<td>A number of voters prohibits from voting by feared voters’ register, but not possible to determine the total number</td>
<td>Forge an atmosphere of peace and harmony, with dialogue and consultation between people of Zimbabwe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

quate access, missions were not in the position to do definitive assessments, based on first-hand observation, of the June 2000 election. Care also had to be taken to demonstrate that missions had the interests of ordinary voters at heart.

Observer reports indicated which of the phases were observed (see Table 2). The election calls ranged from fairly exhaustive and systematic observation to partial, superficial and reluctant observations and calls. The highest frequency and widest geographical spread of observation occurred on the days of voting and counting. The reports (see Table 2) had great praise for, and paid tribute to, ordinary Zimbabweans for having shown the courage to vote, despite serious impediments. No mission could risk withholding recognition of dedicated voter participation, taking place against such great odds. In the reports, the early pre-election period received some attention, especially in the pre-election report of the NDI. Observation peaked in the last week of the campaign, the voting and the counting days. The interim statements of several missions followed. Two days after the announcement of the election results the exodus of international observers peaked. By the end of June and the beginning of July, the major missions started issuing their full reports. It was predominantly local NGOs that kept on monitoring into the post-election phases. As the analysis of the extended post-election period shows, there has been a range of significant post-election actions that not only shed further light on the extent to which June 2000 was free and fair but actions that will also affect the 'playing field' of subsequent elections.

An emphasis on the 'general will' of the electorate proved able to, on the one hand, override many of the negatives associated with pre-election phases. On the other hand, to offer an 'escape mechanism' to missions, assisting them in not pronouncing on a fraternal governing party. The politics of liberation and regional Southern Africa bonds could override assessments, and direct the choice of phrases used in the assessments. In Zimbabwe, it definitively impacted on reports' emphases. It would be noted, for instance (OAU, 2000) that it was impossible to say how many people were disenfranchised because of the poor state of the Zimbabwe voters' roll. Or, as the South Africa parliamentary mission reported, the Zimbabwe election result 'reflected the will of the people' of Zimbabwe. In the end, however, most observer reports largely relied on the verdicts of the people — indicating that the phases of voting and counting overrode all pre- and post-election considerations in the practice of elections observation. The observers, in a sea of partial observation and incomplete access, waited for the voters to define the importance and relevance of the observers' observations. The voters gave a number of verdicts: they did vote in larger numbers than in February 2000's constitutional referendum, and they did dare to vote for opposition parties, especially for the MDC.

Most observer reports specifically commented on the determination of voters to turn out to vote and affect their destiny. The percentage poll (50%) was generally lauded as high. The proportions in which voters exercised their choices appeared, for the time being, to satisfy both the voters and the political parties: A rejection of the result of voting, on the basis of the preceding unfair conditions, therefore, would run counter to the apparent interests and wishes of the electorate.

Whereas most missions appeared convinced that the unfairly distributed powers and resources, hugely uneven playing field, and widespread practices of violence and intimidation 'must have affected the outcome of the election', it was not possible to establish the extent to which this had materialised. This zone of 'uncomfortable calls' was further extended through the political knowledge that voters appeared relatively content with the result, judging by political compliance in the immediate post-election phase. It appeared from newspaper coverage that vot-
ers wished for a result that would ensure peace and would be acceptable to all political parties. The election result satisfied this criterion.

Several of the missions use the focus on the phases of voting and counting to condemn the observed transgressions, whilst recognising the positives. One of the trends emerging from this analysis therefore is that the core election phases (voting and counting) largely overruled the tentative and incomplete observations of the preceding phases of the parliamentary elections of June 2000. Yet, the essence of the full-cycle, six-phase observation leaves little doubt that greater depth of observation, more advanced geographical coverage, and less obstruction by government, could have brought more sanction to bear on a government that significantly obstructed larger numbers of voters from expressing their will. It would also have aided the credibility of observer missions: they could have been seen to observe the same breadth of election processes in order to arrive at verdicts of 'free and fair'.

Conclusion

The paper demonstrates the extent to which the application of systematic and six-phase, extended observation practices could help ensure, on the one hand, the credibility and reliability of electoral observation practice, and, on the other hand, the integrity of subsequent elections. Observation of these six phases, ranging from early pre-election to late post-election, is required in order to present authoritative calls of the election in question. The analysis showed, for instance, that the late post-election phase was definitive in providing both clarity on the standing of the past election in terms of free and fairness, and substantiation of many reported events that were still obscure at the time of the observer reports. Simultaneously, these late-post-election observations feed into the early pre-election phase of forthcoming elections. In Zimbabwe, this circular linking of late post-election and early pre-election was of particular relevance, given that the presidential election of March 2002 followed less than two years after the 2000 parliamentary elections.

The specifics of observer practice in Zimbabwe circa 2000, however, showed that observer missions, almost without exception, covered only the core election period and the fringes of the pre- and post-election phases. Observer missions therefore were often constrained in making strong and definitive judgment calls of the free and fairness of the election. Without having gone through the extensive observation period, and without having had the necessary time and resources to do exhaustive observation, most of the observer missions followed the safe route of predominantly pronouncing on the core election periods of voting and counting. These two periods, respectively, were characterised by relatively high and predominantly peaceful voting processes, and counting and announcement that was peaceful and apparently accepted by the people. The analysis shows the pronounced differences between these two core phases and those phases furthest away from the core periods.

Given the thin preceding observation processes, and the courage of Zimbabweans to vote, despite difficult circumstances, observer missions had left themselves little option but to pronounce favourably – despite a weight of reports of events and actions that indicated that the free and fairness of the electoral processes were being undermined, especially by a constellation of pro-Zanu-PF forces. The observer missions that followed this trajectory of safe pronouncements became grouped together with the politically mandated missions that came to Zimbabwe with the objective of providing fraternal support to Zanu-PF in its post-liberation struggle against intervention and prescription by Western and former colonial powers. In as far as observer reports on the Zimbabwe 2000 election did indicate transgressions of the standards of free and fair, these were often overridden in favour of concentration on the core elec-
tion phases. A plethora of problems therefore affected the credibility and consistency of observer reports.

This paper's emphasis on the importance of election observation that is systematically spread across the six identified phases implies a proposal for building the credibility of observer actions. It is only through the thorough and systematic conduct of observation across the six phases that authoritative and definitive pronouncements on elections are possible. Observer missions ought to present all calls of an election relative to the particular phases observed. Classifications of election calls should be done on the basis of, for instance, the extensiveness or the partial status of the observation that was conducted. Election calls therefore should not 'stand alone', but should be issued in conjunction with a specification of the phases that were observed and the actors whose operations were included in the assessments. This form of externalisation and transparency of observer practices, in the longer term, could make important contributions to the practice of election observation. Equally, in the domain of research, the application of the six-phase theoretical framework could contribute to systematic comparisons of election practice over time in changing geographical settings. The theoretical application extends the rudimentary three-phase differentiation of the election process to six phases, where each of the six has its own range of actor-actions that could change the course of the election in terms of the criteria of free and fair.

It also has to be recognised that observers could have a different role from the one of assessment and pronouncing on the free and fairness of the election. Whether observers enter the election domain of the host country with the intention of acting as mediators and peacekeeping forces or not, this is often the de facto role that they play. There can be little doubt that observers helped set foundations for a relative increase in the free and fair dimension of the 2000 Zimbabwe election. As the Commonwealth noted in its report (2000):

By nomination day the level of violence had reduced. The presence of international observers is believed to have played a significant role...67

The NDI report68 acted as a catalyst for observation, and added to pressure on Zanu-PF. It did not, however, move the government and electoral authorities into more transparency and neutrality. In several ways, the importance of observer missions might be that they were 'there' and provided a partial protective barrier against state oppression. Their presence in the early pre-election and late-post election phases obviously could impact on the protection of citizens against repressive governments. The problem, however, is that observer missions often are of foreign origin and remain visitors who can spend only limited time in the host country. For election observation to be able to extend into the obligatory six phases, there would therefore have to be enhanced articulation between international observer missions and domestic monitoring organisations that are in the position to conduct continuous monitoring.

Equally, observer missions, in setting the scene for continuous electoral observation in countries of crisis, such as Zimbabwe, could well consider issuing 'final' observer reports, covering the post-election events and trends that fill in the gaps of uncertainty that still prevailed in the June-July 2000 observer reports.
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Postscript

On the basis of observing the 2000 Zimbabwe parliamentary election, the preceding paper argues that, for observer missions truly to contribute to the strengthening of democratic election practice, attention needs to be paid to systematic observation of all six of the identified phases of the electoral cycle. The experience of the 2002 Zimbabwe presidential election observation demonstrates the predicaments that befall election observer missions that could not undertake, or were prevented from undertaking, systematic observation that is driven by agreed and acceptable norms and standards.

After briefly reviewing important aspects of the ‘politics of observation’ and how this context of observation changed from 2000 to 2002, this postscript focuses on the phases of the election cycle that dominated in the 2002 observer actions, the nature of the 2002 ‘election calls’, and suggestions towards the further development of election assessment criteria. The focus will be on guidelines to suggest both the weighting of factors in the election observation process, and the categorisation of election ‘calls’ in order to advance the credibility of election verdicts.

Zimbabwe in 2002 saw an intensification of the politics of electoral observation. In both 2000 and 2002, election observation was affected by the politics of who would be allowed to observe the election. In a multiparty authoritarian system, such as Zimbabwe, the authorities allow election observation and hope to benefit from controlled observation. The 2000 processes of accreditation were characterised by delays, frustration and, eventually, accreditation. The 2002 election saw a repeat of these steps, in addition to the pre-accreditation screening and specific invitation. President Robert Mugabe limited invitation and accreditation to missions that would not be associated with ‘Western’, ‘colonial’, ‘neo-colonial’ and other epithets. He used a deeply ingrained and widely shared African sentiment against the neo-colonial extension of Africa’s harsh colonial experience to aid his and Zanu-PF’s campaign to retain political power, part of which was a process of preemptive de-legitimisation of criticism.

The major international 2002 missions included the Commonwealth Observer Group, the South African Observer Mission, the SADC Ministerial Task Team, the SADC Parliamentary Forum, the Electoral Commissions Forum of SADC, and the South African Parliamentary Observer Mission.

The six-phase electoral cycle, which this paper argues should be covered in full in order to reliably pronounce on an election, stretches from early-pre-election, to the early and final campaign phases, polling days, counting days, the early-post-election and, finally, the late post-election phases of elections. The phases furthest from the generally accessible and ‘showcase’ phases of late campaign, polling and counting are the ones that are most susceptible to intervention by the governing party. Zimbabwe 2000–2002 provided evidence of concerted late-post-election (2000) and early-pre-election (2002) reorganisation of the electoral playing field. This multifaced reorganisation effectively constructed many of the building blocks to success for Zanu-PF in the presidential election.

Most of the missions in 2002 (as in 2000) operated strictly on the principle of reporting only what had been directly observed (and for some, what could be specifically verified). Given the limited number of days from accreditation to polling, combined with low numbers of international observers, the limitation of numbers of domestic observers, and the assignment of civil servants only in the role of election monitors, there were obvious limitations to what could be observed. The international observer reports were indicative of the fact that most of the missions had their observations telescoped into a condensed period. Besides the time-factor,
security concerns and no-go areas that applied both to citizens and observers limited observer exposure. The short period between the announcement of the election and polling, combining with delays in accreditation, also affected the scope and depth of observation.

As in 2000, the nature of international missions as temporary, ‘visiting’ organisations prevented systematic observation beyond one to two days after the commencement of counting. Lack of attention, however, to the early-pre-election period was the most problematic aspect of the assessment of the integrity of the 2002 election.

Several missions reported on their presence in the ‘pre-election period’, or that they had been present in Zimbabwe to cover ‘all of the phases’ of the election process. This was manifested in some members of missions having been in Zimbabwe for a period of approximately three weeks before the election. Domestic organisations, such as the Amani Trust and the Media Monitoring Project of Zimbabwe, are the only agencies that provided ongoing monitoring of pre-election practices.

Missions, however, were uncertain as to how to incorporate these monitoring results, given that they did not directly observe the bulk of the reported transgressions. Most of the 2002 reports recognise the array of transgressions in the early pre-election and the early campaign phases. Few, however, find a way of letting these transgressions weigh in against the positives of apparent good voter turnout and admiration for the determination of people to vote. Should a method have been found to give more consideration and weight to those two phases furthest away from balloting and counting, the missions would have been on firmer ground in reaching their verdicts.

In contrast to 2000, election-affecting practices of the governing party in 2002 penetrated the immediate pre-election campaign period on a large scale. In 2000, uncertainties about the voters’ roll persisted right up to and into polling. This process deteriorated in 2002. The ‘legislative framework’ of the election continuously underwent changes that affected aspects of the 2002 election, ranging from freedom to campaign and to express political opinion, to who would be able to observe the election, to who would be allowed to vote. Few observer missions could ignore the weight of evidence of the immediate pre-election transgressions that overwhelmingly were attributed to, or directly associated with, the governing party. Most of the observer missions found it difficult to verify and assign these factors a relative weight or importance in the overall election rating.

The 2002 bottom-line verdicts of the election can be categorised as emphasising one of three sets of criteria: ‘free and fair’, ‘legitimate’ on the basis of high turnout, or ‘not sufficiently conforming to norms and standards’ (despite apparently high turnout). The verdicts show the extent to which a relatively high turnout in 2002, as in 2000, aided the missions in activating the ‘turnout escape clause’ through which they could proclaim the elections to have been acceptable (or legitimate). This time around, there was a greater tendency to steer clear of the controversial calls of ‘free and fair’. The activation of the escape clause minimised the need to pronounce on the effect of the preceding, recognised transgressions. In 2002, however, this mechanism had a reduced level of credibility. This was because of the escalation of measures and practices that indicated systematic disenfranchisement. These included voter congestion in Harare and Chitungwiza, a series of legislative changes adding to categories of disenfranchised voters, the mass displacement of rural voters from their constituencies (where, by High Court ruling, voters were required to vote), possible widespread abstention because of fear of being seen to be voting for the wrong party and thereby becoming the victim of further violence and intimidation, the disappearance of names from the voters’ roll, and widespread uncertainty as to where to vote and where the constituency boundaries fell. Voter registration
beyond closing dates in areas where the governing party has dominance, no-go areas that meant that observers had no access to determine the existence and extent of possible voter intimidation or other irregularities in vast parts of Zimbabwe, the uncertainty on the exact size of the voters' roll, lack of explanation of the growth of the electorate by approximately 500,000 since the 2000 election, and inability to verify actual turnout, added to suspicions both about the proclaimed percentage poll of 55%, and the winning edge of Zanu-PF over the MDC.

It was, however, the turnout figures, built on these insecure foundations, that provided several missions with their turnout-related reasoning for acceptance of the poll as an 'adequate expression of the will of the people', or 'legitimate'. Overall, on the basis of recognition of the same observations and impeding factors (albeit differently emphasised and accentuated, and differently interpreted) the missions arrived at their distinctive verdicts: 'Free and fair', 'legitimate', or 'not sufficiently complying with recognised norms and standards of electoral practice'.

The 2002 Zimbabwe election observation experience showed the need to refine and externalise the criteria for election observation practice. For example, guidelines might be developed on how to assess and weight early pre-election actions that occur before it would be reasonably possible for international observers to be operative in the country, and how to weight the bulk of pre-polling day factors vis-à-vis the manifestation of a reasonable turnout. In addition, there is a need for the externalisation and systematisation of the use of election calls such as 'free and fair', or 'legitimate'. The positive or negative assessments of a range of electoral factors, in each of the phases of the election cycle, need to be associated verdicts that are logically and causally linked to the preceding observations. Finally, the term of 'election observers' might be reserved for the professional missions that systematically consider externalised norms and standards of election practice in their culturally anchored contexts.